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Artist Statement

I rarely talk about my work, preferring to let it speak for itself and to let viewers infer meaning for
themselves, as that is part of looking at any work of art. The images I paint are chosen because they
remind me of the loveliness of the natural world and that its spectacle has never had need of the human
hand to attain such beauty. Once they are painted, I can ‘hold onto’ that beauty while also being reminded
of what may soon wither and die. As a child in the Pacific Northwest, I was surrounded by beautiful
landscapes and wandered gardens filled with flowering plants and trees. My grandfather shared with me
his love of birdwatching and my mother communicated her appreciation of nature to me from the time I
was very young. This is surely why the natural world continues to fascinate me to this day.
“Preserving the moment, forming a memory but without the nostalgia, without that wistful desire to
return to a former time in one's life, that sentimental yearning for lost happiness. In painting these images,
I am recreating or returning to the happiness of a certain time and place, expressing my appreciation for
the earth's beauty, which I find in the simplest things ‒ a flower, a face, a branch, a fish underwater ‒ and
showing the world what and how I see.”

Bio

American-born Kathryn Gabinet-Kroo earned her B.A. in English Literature from Cornell University, a
certificate in Translation from McGill University and a Masters in Translation Studies from Concordia
University. She began her career as an artist by studying life drawing and black and white photography at
the Boston Museum School. A painter for forty years and a former instructor at the Saidye Bronfman
School of Fine Arts, the artist has had her studio in the neighborhood of St. Henri since 1989.
Finding herself without access to a darkroom when she moved to Montreal, she began working in
watercolour and then in oil, which opened the doors to the world of colour and as a self-taught painter, she
developed a technique that suited her highly realistic portraits, still lifes and representations of nature.
While some of her works incorporate the use of gouache, pastel, and oil stick, most of the images are
created using the classical technique of layering a series of oil glazes over an oil underpainting to produce
the glowing colors of her painted surfaces. Most recently, the artist has added to her body of work a series
of monoprints and images painted on collages of Japanese papers. Her work can be found in Canadian and
American collections and in such far-flung countries as China, Switzerland and Singapore. Her paintings
have been shown in solo and group exhibitions in Canada, the United States and England.

